Faux Fur Wacky Hat
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Faux Fur Wacky Hat
Instructions
With US 19 circular needle or DPNS loosely Cast on 22 stitches
or enough to go around head.
Place Marker and join as you knit first round.
Rounds 1-6: Knit
Round 7:
(Increase row) * Kfb, K9, Kfb* Place marker, repeat
* to * (26 stitches)
Round 8:
Knit
Round 9:
*Kfb, K11, Kfb* slip marker, repeat * to * (30
stitches)
Round 10: Knit

Materials
200g of Faux Fur yarn by Euro
Yarns (shade #1 shown)
US 19 circular needle, dpns or
size needed to obtain
gauge.
Gauge
Approx. 3 sts per 4 in/10 cm

Credits & Acknowledgements
garment design & photography
by Nancy Nagle of Nangellini Designs

Bind-off as follows:
Slide needle so half stitches are on one needle tip and the other
half are on the other needle tip and remainder of cable is in the
middle. Using a third needle, bind-off with Three Needle BindOff method: Insert tip of third needle into first stitch from front
needle, into first stitch on back needle and knit through both
together. (One stitch on Right hand needle.) * Knit next first
stitch on front and back needles together as well, now bind-off
one on right hand needle.* Repeat * to * until all stitches have
been worked. Pull tail through after last stitch is bound-off.
Cut 6 10” pieces of remaining yarn and tie 3 pieces to each point
for fringe.
Abbreviations
K
Knit
P
Purl
St
Stitch
PM Place Marker
SM Slip Marker
Kfb Knit into Front and Back of next St
K2tog Knit 2 stitches together through front loop
SSK Slip 1 knit-wise, slip 1 knit-wise; knit those two slipped
stitches together
BO
Bind off
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